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Can't delete a user at tiki-adminusers.php

Status
 Closed

Subject
Can't delete a user at tiki-adminusers.php

Version
14.x

Category
Regression

Feature
Administration

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Lastmod by
lindon

Rating
     (1) 

Related-to
 Cannot add a user to groups wit the new popup dialogue

Description
When I click the delete icon for a user in the list at tiki-adminusers.php, a modal dialog displays that
says only "null". But the user isn't deleted.

Solution
Fixed with revisions 54400 and 54402.

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
5590

Created
Thursday 12 March, 2015 14:09:32 GMT-0000
by Gary Cunningham-Lee

LastModif

https://dev.tiki.org/item5590-Can-t-delete-a-user-at-tiki-adminusers-php
https://dev.tiki.org/item5588-Cannot-add-a-user-to-groups-wit-the-new-popup-dialogue
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Sunday 15 March, 2015 05:45:40 GMT-0000

Comments

gezza 12 Mar 15 14:42 GMT-0000

maybe helps:
If you enable feature_ticketlib2 (Protect against CSRF with a ticket ), than a more meaningful message
comes: Bad request - cross-site request forgery (CSRF) detected. Operation blocked
need to check lib\core\Services\User\Controller.php and lib\core\Services\Exception\BadRequest.php

probably same problem with http://dev.tiki.org/item5588

Jonny Bradley 12 Mar 15 15:49 GMT-0000

Works perfectly for me (14.x on r54341) - any chance of a show instance please?

gezza 12 Mar 15 20:24 GMT-0000

created show instance (pw: 12345), created one user and disabled feature_ticketlib2
go to: tiki-adminusers.php
and try to delete user1

Jonny Bradley 13 Mar 15 19:12 GMT-0000

I think the problem is with sefurl, it works ok with it enabled (but doesn't work on show, does it? don't
know how to enable .htaccess)

It's messing up the ajax request and it's fixable, but i think i need to discuss this with Lindon so i don't
break anything while trying to fix it, there are a few things that i don't quite get.

gezza 14 Mar 15 09:31 GMT-0000

yes, switching on SEFURL seems to help

but there is another dependeny: you also need to have Preference feature ticketlib2 enabled
(Preference name: feature_ticketlib2)
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Torsten Fabricius 13 Mar 15 22:17 GMT-0000

Imho the issue would be caused by the new JS popup like dialogue, added after REV 53927.

I just wanted to say that I could not confirm that SEFURL might be connected BUT ...

... switched on SEFURL on a trunk, where I have the problem and swooosh ... problem disappeared:
CAN add user to groups and can delete user, once I activate SEFURL.

I hope that helps.
Torsten

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
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